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AP US Government and Politics 
Course Overview 

AP US Government and Politics will give students an analytical perspective on 
government and politics in the United States. This course includes both the study of 
general concepts used to interpret U.S. government and politics and the analysis of 
specific examples. Students will participate in a variety of activities exercising their civic 
duty, including but not limited to attending public meetings, working on political 
campaigns, performing community service, and writing letters to the editor. The course 
also requires familiarity with the various institutions, groups, beliefs, and ideas that 
constitute U.S. government and politics. Students will become acquainted with a variety 
of theoretical perspectives and explanations for various behaviors and outcomes. By 
completing this course, students will know important facts, concepts, and theories 
pertaining to U.S. government and politics; understand typical patterns of political 
processes and behavior and their consequences (including the components of political 
behavior, the principles used to explain or justify various government structures and 
procedures, and the political effects of these structures and procedures); be able to 
analyze and interpret basic data relevant to U.S. government and politics and be able to 
critically analyze relevant theories and concepts, apply them appropriately and develop 
their connections across the curriculum. 
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Unit of Study Pacing Essential Enduring Skills Assessment NJCCCSCPI Common Core 
Weeks Questions Understandings Literacy 

Unit I 2 Weeks Where did founders The Enlightenment Analyze the Simulation of 6.1.12.A.2.a RH.11-12.2. 
Constitutional of our government philosophy served problems facing the Constitutional Analyze the Determine the 

Underpinnings of get their as the basis for the new nation from Convention intellectual origins central ideas or 
the U.S. inspiration? American multiple focusing on of the major ideas information of a 

Government Revolution and perspectives. representation expressed in the primary or 
What are the key government. issues. Declaration of secondary source; 
principles of the Develop arguments Independence. provide an accurate 
Constitution and The Constitution on both sides of an Cooperative summary that 
how do they guard provides separation issue. learning project 6.1.12.A.2.b makes clear the 
against tyranny? of powers and an analyzing James Evaluate the relationships among 

array of checks and Synthesize diverse Madison's importance of the the key details and 
What is the balances. perspectives into a arguments in Declaration of ideas. 
appropriate balance coherent, concise Federalist #10. Independence, the 
between national, Federalism requires summary. Constitution, and RH.11-12.4. 
state and local a delicate balance Written analysis of the Bill of Rights to Determine the 
governments in our between national, the concurrent and the spread of meaning of words 
federal system? state and local conflicting powers democracy around and phrases as they 

governments. of the tiers of the world. are used in a text, 
government. including analyzing 

6.1.12.A.2.d how an author uses 
Compare and and refines the 
contrast the meaning of a key 
arguments of term over the course 
Federalists and of a text ( e.g., how 
Anti-Federalists Madison defines 
during the faction in Federalist 
ratification debates, No. 10). 
and assess their 
continuing WH.11-12.4. 
relevance. Produce clear and 

coherent writing in 
which the 
development, 
organization, and 
style are appropriate 
to task, purpose, 
and audience. 

Unit II 3 weeks What political The generic Analyze disparate Synthesis and 6.1.12.A. l 4.d WH.11-12.7. 
Political Beliefs and beliefs are American ideology data and evaluate analysis of personal Analyze the Conduct short as 

Behaviors fundamental to the is based on ideas sources for bias. ideological beliefs conflicting well as more 
identity of the about individuality, utilizing a variety of ideologies and sustained research 
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American citizen liberty, the common Collaborate with Internet-based actions of political projects to answer a 
and American good, meritocracy fellow group surveys. parties regarding question (including 
political culture? and the American members and spending priorities, a self-generated 

Dream. practice public Cooperative the role of question) or solve a 
What factors and speaking. learning project government in the problem; narrow or 
forces significantly Race, gender, class, examining historic economy, and social broaden the inquiry 
influence public religion and political viewpoints reforms. when appropriate; 
opinion and geography are of assigned identity synthesize multiple 
political among many factors group. 9.1.12.CA sources on the 
socialization in the that influence Demonstrate subject, 
United States? public opinion. leadership and demonstrating 

collaborative skills understanding of 
when participating the subject under 
in online learning investigation. 
communities and 
structured learning RH.11-12.7. 
experiences. Integrate and 

evaluate multiple 
sources of 
information 
presented in diverse 
formats and media 
(e.g., visually, 
quantitatively, as 
well as in words) in 
order to address a 
question or solve a 
problem. 

Unit III 4 weeks What is the role of Political parties Collaborate with Cooperative 9.1.12.E.2 WH.11-12.5. 
Political Parties, political parties in promote the peers, write learning video Generate digital Develop and 

Interest Groups and American interests of like- advertisements, film project inventing media campaigns in strengthen writing 
Mass Media democracy? minded people in and edit video. political party of the support of or as needed by 

pursuing their future. opposing a current planning, revising, 
How do interest platform positions. Research, problem- political, social, or editing, rewriting, 
groups influence solve and persuade. Proposals for economic issue. or trying a new 
voter opinion, Money plays an campaign finance approach, focusing 
elections and policy enormous role in Compare and and lobbying 6.3.12.A.l on what is most 
development? the political contrast, inductive reform. Develop a plan for significant for a 

process. reasoning. public specific purpose 
How and why do Analysis of several accountability and and audience. 
varying media Selection, bias and media reports in transparency in 
outlets report the issue framing affect different formats. government related RH.11-12.7. 
same news in the way news is to a particular Intezrate and 
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differing ways? reported. issue(s) and share evaluate multiple 

the plan with sources of 
appropriate information 
government presented in diverse 
officials. formats and media 

(e.g., visually, 
6.1.12.A.14.f quantitatively, as 
Determine the well as in words) in 
extent to which order to address a 
nongovernmental question or solve a 
organizations, problem. 
special interest 
groups, third party WH.11-12.2 Write 
political groups, and arguments focused 
the media affect on discipline- 
public policy. specific content. 

b. Develop claim(s) 
and counterclaims 
fairly and 
thoroughly, 
supplying the most 
relevant data and 
evidence for each 
while pointing out 
the strengths and 
limitations of both 
claim(s) and 
counterclaims in a 
discipline- 
appropriate form 
that anticipates the 
audience's 
knowledge level, 
concerns, values, 
and possible biases 

Unit IV 10 weeks How does the The legislative Research, public Congressional 6.1.12.A.14.c WH.11-12.6. Use 
Institutions of Congress interact process entails speaking, simulation with Assess the merit technology, 

National with the other involvement with cooperative students playing and effectiveness of including the 
Government institutions to create interest groups, the learning, writing roles of real-life recent legislation in Internet, to produce, 

legislation and Executive Branch, and revision. legislators, addressing the publish, and update 
govern? the bureaucracy and researching issues, health, welfare, and individual or shared 

sometimes the Research, public writing legislation citizenship status of writing products in 
How has the power Judicial Branch. speaking, and and debating individuals and response to ongoing 
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of the Executive critical thinking. proposed laws. groups. feedback, including 
Branch expanded The power of the new arguments or 
over time? How Executive Branch Research, public Debates on issues 6.1.12.A.14.a information. 
would the framers has steadily speaking, related to the power Evaluate the 
of the Constitution increased over time, cooperative of the presidency: effectiveness of the RH.11-12.8. 
feel about it? particularly since learning, critical war powers, checks and balances Evaluate an 

Franklin thinking, and Executive Orders, system in author's premises, 
What are the pros Roosevelt's textual analysis. Executive Privilege, preventing one claims, and 
and cons to administration in a signing statements, branch of national evidence by 
different methods of plethora of areas. etc. government from corroborating or 
interpreting the usurping too much challenging them 
Constitution? Textualism, Supreme Court power during with other 

originalism and simulation with contemporary information. 
treating the students role- times. 
Constitution as a playing real-life RH.11-12. l. Cite 
living document are justices on the 6. l.12.A. 13.b specific textual 
three varied Supreme Court Analyze the evidence to support 
approaches to handling actual and effectiveness of analysis of primary 
interpreting the hypothetical cases. national legislation, and secondary 
Constitution policies, and sources, connecting 
followed in varying Supreme Court insights gained 
degrees by specific decisions (i.e., the from specific details 
Supreme Court Civil Rights Act, to an understanding 
justices. the Voting Rights of the text as a 

Act, the Equal whole. 
Rights Amendment, 
Title VII, Title IX, 
Affirmative Action, 
Brown v. Board of 
Education, and Roe 
v. Wade) in 
promoting civil 
liberties and equal 
opportunities. 

UnitV 2 weeks What are the pros Protectionism can Public speaking, Free trade vs. 6.1.12.A.15.b RH.11-12.6. 
Public Policy and cons to the help native industry research, and protectionism Determine the Evaluate authors' 

ways in which the but can also lead to critical thinking. debate. effectiveness of the differing points of 
U.S. government trade wars, while United States in view on the same 
manages the free trade can be Problem-solution, Cooperative pursuing national historical even or 
economy and trade? harmful to cooperative learning public interests while also issue by assessing 

American learning,research, policy project attempting to the authors' claims, 
How has the federal businesses at a and revision. formulating and address global reasoning, and 
government's disadvantage over evaluating potential political, economic, evidence. 
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involvement in the labor and Research, public solutions to an and social 
social welfare of its environmental speaking, crisis identified social or problems. WH.11-12.2 Write 
citizens been both standards. management, and economic problem. arguments focused 
beneficial and cooperative 6.1.12.A.15.c on discipline- 
detrimental? The growth of the learning. Simulation of the Evaluate the role of specific content. 

U.S. government's National Security diplomacy in 
What is the proper responsibility has Council with developing peaceful RH.11-12.9. 
role for the United led to dramatically students playing relations, alliances, Integrate 
States' involvement increased roles of real-life and global information from 
with other nations entitlements and public figures. agreements with diverse sources, both 
economically, expenses while at other nations. primary and 
politically and the same time secondary, into a 
militarily? providing an 6.1.12.C. l 6.c coherent 

economic and social Assess the impact understanding of an 
safety net for of international idea or event, noting 
millions of people. trade, global discrepancies among 

business sources. 
There is a range of organizations, and 
opinion from active overseas 
interventionism to competition on the 
relative isolation, United States 
with varying economy and 
positions holding workforce. 
both advantages and 
disadvantages 8.1.12.C.l 
regarding U.S. Develop an 
involvement with innovative solution 
other nations. to a complex, local 

or global problem 
or issue in 
collaboration with 
peers and experts, 
and present ideas 
for feedback in an 
online community. 

Unit VI 4 weeks What individual The Bill of Rights Research, Research paper 6.3.12.D.1 WH.11-12.8. 
Civil Rights and rights are protected protects the rights persuasive writing, involving current Analyze current Gather relevant 
Civil Liberties by the Constitution of the accused and and analysis. Supreme Court laws involving information from 

and how have those provides various cases dealing with individual rights multiple 
protections changed freedoms to Research, public civil liberties. and national authoritative print 
overtime? individuals, subject speaking, and role security, and and digital sources, 
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to the interpretation playing. Think tank evaluate how the using advanced 

How has the of the Supreme hypothetical laws might be searches effectively; 
national Court. scenario discussion applied to a current assess the strengths 
government utilized and debate modeled case study that cites and limitations of 
the Fourteenth The interpretations after the Fred W. a violation of an each source in terms 
Amendment to of the privileges and Friendly seminars. individual's of the specific task, 
promote equality immunities, due constitutional purpose, and 
and justice for all? process, and equal rights. audience; integrate 

protection clauses information into the 
of the Fourteenth 6.1.12.A.13.b text selectively to 
Amendment have Analyze the maintain the flow of 
evolved over time effectiveness of ideas, avoiding 
and been national legislation, plagiarism and 
implemented by ail policies, and overreliance on any 
three branches of Supreme Court one source and 
the federal decisions (i.e., the following a 
government in Civil Rights Act, standard format for 
addition to state the Voting Rights citation. 
governments in Act, the Equal 
different ways. RightsAmendmen½ RH.11-12.7. 

Title VII, Title IX, Integrate and 
Affirmative Action, evaluate multiple 
Brown v. Board of sources of 
Education, and Roe information 
v. Wade) in presented in diverse 
promoting civil formats and media 
liberties and equal (e.g., visually, 
opportunities. quantitatively, as 

well as in words) in 
order to address a 
question or solve a 
problem. 

Unit VII 4 weeks How does the film Hollywood and Art criticism, Four-part 6.1.12.A.14.f WH.11-12.1.b. 
Post-AP Exam industry depict the independent critical thinking, interdisciplinary Determine the Write arguments 

role of politics and filmmakers use writing. film project extent to which focused on 
elections and what drama, satire, and involving film nongovernmental discipline-specific 
is its impact? documentary criticism, political organizations, content. 

approaches to analysis, self- special interest 
examine the role of reflection and groups, third party 
politics in America. general content. political groups, and 
Awareness of the media affect 
public perception public policy. 
often influences the 
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actions of l.4.12.A.2 
politicians. Speculate on the 

artist's intent, using 
discipline-specific 
arts terminology 
and citing 
embedded clues to 
substantiate the 
hypothesis. 
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Webliography 

General 

Hippocampus 
http://www.hippocampus.clrg/History%20%26%20Government?uak=ipw 
National Repository of Online Courses web site providing multimedia resources for 
supplement to curriculum. 

Center for Politics 
www.centerforpolitics.org 
Political Science institute based at the University of Virginia, offers objective analysis of 
political campaigns and governance. 

Center for Civic Education 
http://www.civiced.org/index.php 
A nonprofit, nonpartisan educational corporation dedicated to promoting an enlightened 
and responsible citizenry committed to democratic principles and actively engaged in the 
practice of democracy in the United States and other countries. 

Constitutional Underpinnings 

The Federalist Papers 
http://www.foundingfathers.info/federalistpapers 
Seminal documents by Alexander Hamilton, James Madison and John Jay provide a 
clearer understanding of the intent of the framers of the Constitution. The web site also 
includes analysis of the documents. 

Teaching American History 
http: //teachingameri canhistory. org/ convention 
Exhaustive analysis of the Constitutional Convention provides insight into the debates 
held by the framers of the Constitution. Students will be able to better understand how 
compromises came about. 

US Constitution Online 
http://www.usconstitution.net/consttop.html 
Thorough overview and analysis of each section of the Constitution organized in a 
systematic and easy to use format. 

National Constitution Center Interactive Constitution - 
http://ratify.constitntioncenter.org/constitution/inclex no flash.php 
Web site providing easy-to-use tools for understanding and utilizing the U.S. Constitution 
in scholarly research and day-to-day interpretation. 



Political Beliefs and Behaviors 

Politopia - http://www.politopia.com/guiz 
Political Compass - http://www.politicalcompass.org/test 
Quiz Farm -htt1J://quizfonn.com/quizzes/new/samueln.:1fled ,ef olitical-idcolo · -quiz/ 
Pew Research Typology - http://www.people-press.org/typology/quiz/ 
Online questionnaires for students to examine their political beliefs and possible 
ideology. Active comparison and contrast of sites may demonstrate bias, thereby 
deepening student understanding of the topic of ideology. 

Census Bureau 
http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/socdemo/voling/ 
Government web site providing statistical data for analysis of voting habits and trends 
over time. 

Political Parties, Interest Groups and Mass Media 

Vote Smart 
http://votesmart.org/ 
Non-partisan research organization that collects and distributes information on candidates 
for public office. 

Election Law Program 
http://www.electionlawissues.org/ 
Joint venture of the College of William & Mary and the National Center for the State 
Courts focusing on election law creation, implementation and changes. 

Center for Responsive Politics' Open Secrets 
http://www.opensecrets.org/industries/index.php 
Nonpartisan research group that tracks money in politics and the effects of money and 
lobbying activity on elections and public policy. Web site includes a public online 
database of campaign contributions and expenditures. 

Pro Publica 
http://www.propublica.org/ 
ProPublica is an independent, non-profit newsroom that produces investigative 
journalism in the public interest. 

Institutions of Government: The Congress, the Presidency, the Bureaucracy and the 
Federal Courts 

United States House of Representatives and United States Senate 
www.house.gov 
www.senate.gov 
Web site providing official information about congressional committees and membership. 



Roll Call 
http://www.rollcall.com/politics/ 
Congressional Quarterly's online newspaper closely documenting events and issues in the 
United States Congress. 

The Library of Congress 
http://thomas.loc.gov/links/ 
Repository of public records and other government resources. 

C-Span 
http://www.c-span.org 
Web site of cable network that covers the operations of the federal government. Includes 
extensive library of documents and video. 

White House -http://www.whitehouse.gov/ 
Official web site of the Executive Branch of the United States government. Includes a 
variety of resources related to the president, the cabinet and executive agencies. 

Scotus Blog - http://www.scotusblog.com 
Leading blog on the Supreme Court that includes transcripts and analysis of historic and 
current cases. 

Street Law - http://www.streetlaw.org/en/landmark/hom~ 
Web site for Supreme Court-related educational materials, including lesson plans and 
resources for "Landmark Cases." 

Oyez -- http://www.oyez.org/ 
A multimedia archive devoted to the Supreme Court of the United States and its work. It 
aims to be a complete and authoritative source for all audio recorded in the Court since 
the installation of a recording system in October 1955. 

Public Policy 

Public Agenda 
http://www.publicagenda.org/what-public-agenda 
Public Agenda works to engage journalists, policymakers and the general public in 
policy-related discussions and deliberations. Public Agenda also works to bring together 
multiple perspectives to facilitate greater understanding of various opinions about 
domestic issues of importance. 

The Annenberg Center for Public Policy Research 
http:/ /www.annenbergpu blicpolicycenter. org 
Center for the study of public policy at the Annenberg School for Communication at the 
University of Pennsylvania, conducting research, convening panels of experts, and 
publishing reports on five main areas: political communication, information and society, 
media and children, health communication, and adolescent risk. 



Teachers College at Columbia University 
http:/ /understandingfiscalres ponsibi li ty. o rg/ 
Curriculum resources for the federal budget, national debt and budget deficitorganized 
around the overarching question: "How should we address our nation's fiscal challenges 
today and in the future in a manner that is consistent with our values and traditions?" 

Civil Rights and Civil Liberties 

American Civil Liberties Union 
http:/ /www.aclu.org 
Nonpartisan, non-profit organization whose stated mission is "to defend and preserve the 
individual rights and liberties guaranteed to every person in this country by 
the Constitution and laws of the United States," working through litigation, lobbying and 
community education. 

CA TO Institute 
http://www.cato.org 
Libertarian thinktank whose stated mission is "to increase the understanding of public 
policies based on the principles of limited government, free markets, individual liberty, 
and peace. 


